Outdoor Adventure - Summary of Itinerary - Topology Travel
Hotel

Included
Meal

Day 1

■ Arrival. Taipei Architectural Tour
- Airport Pickup Service
- National Palace Museum: Treasure Chest of Chinese Culture
- The Historical Chiang Kai Shek Memorial Hall
- The Tallest Skyscraper in Taiwan:Taipei 101

Home Hotel
Daan

N/A

Day 2

■ Taipei City Tour
- Lin's Historical Family Mansion and Garden
- Encountering a Healing Deity - Bao-an Temple
- Lunar New Year Shopping Area-Dihua and Yongle Fabric Market
- Shopping at antique stores, interior design retail stores and native
crafts stores (Dihua Street, Chifung street …etc)

Home Hotel
Daan

B

Silks Place
Taroko

BD

Silks Place
Taroko

BD

Day

Travel Plan

Take Train to Hualien (2~2.5 hours)
■ Kayaking Tour
- Qingshui Cliff - Catch the Pacific with One Eye
Day 3

- Kayaking (3-4 hours) 13:30 PM -17:30 PM
* Please be sure that you don’t have heart disease, epilepsy, high blood
pressure, diabetes or any other disease to join rafting and kayaking. The
activity may be canceled due to weather condition

Day 4

■ Taroko Gorge Tour
- Taroko National Park
- Delicate Swallows Grotto
- Unveiling the Mysterious Shakadang Trail
- A Path with Magnificence - Lushui Trail

Day 5

■ Aboriginal Tribe Tour
- Cidal Hunter School at Shuilian Tribe : Experience the Hunter's Life
- Fuyuan National Forest Recreation Area

Address
Phone
Email

103 3F., No.294-3, Sec. 3, Chongqing N. Rd., Datong Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan
+886-2- 2591 - 0127
Topology.Travel@gmail.com

BD
Butterfly
Valley Resort

Outdoor Adventure - Summary of Itinerary - Topology Travel
Day

Travel Plan

Hotel

Included
Meal

Chihpen Hotel
Royal

B

Maowu

B

Sweet Home

B

■ RaftingTour

Day 6

- Rafting (3-4 hours)->
* Please be sure that you don’t have heart disease, epilepsy, high
blood pressure, diabetes or any other disease to join rafting and
kayaking. The activity may be canceled due to weather condition.
Drive to Taitung (2.5 hours)
- Chihpen Hot Spring
■ Tainan Tour

Day 7

Take High Speed Rail to Tainan (3.5 hours)
- Yanshui Catholic Church
- Chikanlou - Must-See Historical Sight in Taiwan
- Hayashi Department Store
- Shennong Street

Day 8

- Ten-Drum Cultural Creative Group
Take High Speed Rail back to Taoyuan (1.5 hours)
Transfer to airport and see you next time

Address
Phone
Email

103 3F., No.294-3, Sec. 3, Chongqing N. Rd., Datong Dist., Taipei City, Taiwan
+886-2- 2591 - 0127
Topology.Travel@gmail.com

【Day 1】Taipei Hop on, Hop off

█ Highlights & Reminder

The cultural kaleidoscope of Taiwan's capital city
pulses wherever you go. Incense-veiled temples
dating back to dynastic times blend seamlessly with a
neoned street life of a decidedly more modern era.
Taipei has dozens of world-class restaurants where
gourmets can sample the best regional Chinese
cuisine; for the gourmand, there are plenty of night
markets serving up scrumptious evening snacks.

1

3

1

Welcome Card Sample

2

2

3

National Palace Museum: Treasure Chest of
Chinese Culture

4

Spending an overwhelming half day hunting for
appealing treasures, you'll find the Museum very
much visitor-friendly that the antiques and their
value can be fully appreciated, and the access to all
facilities and exhibits are also easy to reach.

█ Accommodation
Hotel : Home Hotel Daan or same level
Address : 台北市大安區復興南路一段219-2號
Tel : +886 2 8773 9000

The Historical Chiang Kai Shek Memorial Hall
The massive commemorative monument, with its
blue-tile roof, white marble wall, and clusters of red
colored flowerbeds stand as the symbol of
Kuomintang and its leader: Chiang Kai Shek, wellknown as the successor of the founding father of
Republic of China, Dr. Sun Yet Sen.

4

The Tallest Skyscraper in Taiwan:Taipei 101
Taipei City’s skyline is unique. When you overlook
the low-rise city landscape of Taipei, you’ll see that
it’s clearly worth waiting in line to take Taipei 101's
elevators up to grab a God’s-eye-view of the city.

【Day 2】Taipei Hop on, Hop off

█ Highlights & Reminder

The cultural kaleidoscope of Taiwan's capital city
pulses wherever you go. Incense-veiled temples
dating back to dynastic times blend seamlessly with a
neoned street life of a decidedly more modern era.
Taipei has dozens of world-class restaurants where
gourmets can sample the best regional Chinese
cuisine; for the gourmand, there are plenty of night
markets serving up scrumptious evening snacks.

3

1

1
Lin's Historical Family Mansion and Garden

Lunar New Year Shopping Area-Dihua Street

The Ben-Yuan Lin’s Family Mansion and Garden in
Banchiao can be considered as a historical treasure
left by the people from the past and also a place for
people to truly understand the heritage and history
of Taiwan.

A walk through the Dihua Street Area gives visitors
a feel of Taipei City's past. The old-town market has
scores of shops selling a variety of traditional goods.

2

2

4
3

Encountering a Healing Deity - Bao-an
Temple

4

This 200-year-old historical site was deemed a
UNESCO World Heritage Site because it has been
maintained and repaired through the ages with
traditional
techniques,
preserving
ancient
knowledge and culture.

█ Accommodation
Hotel : Home Hotel Daan or same level
Address : 台北市大安區復興南路一段219-2號
Tel : +886 2 8773 9000

Shopping in Taipei

【Day 3】Slow Down, Hualien in Depth
Travel

█ Highlights & Reminder
* We will rent shoes for kayaking for you.
* Please wear long sleeves clothes and
pants and wear sunscreen to prevent
sunburn.
* Please bring one change of clothing.

Hualien is a region rich with natural resources, and is a
bustling hub of activity for tourists. It is famous for its
rift valley plain that lies just besides a mountainous
range, a rocky seashore overlooking Pacific Ocean
sunrises. The countryside in Hualien has the one of
the best natural environments in Taiwan.

1

3

Train Experience
Rail transport in Taiwan consists of 1496 km (as of
2003) of railway networks. Though no longer as
dominant as it once was, rail transport is an
extremely important form of transportation in
Taiwan due to high population density, especially
along the densely populated western corridor.

1

2

2

3
Qingshui Cliff - Catch the Pacific with One
Eye
Qingshui Cliff is one of the most spectacular sights on
Taiwan's Pacific coast. The cliff is more than 1,000
meters high and drops almost vertically into the sea.

█ Accommodation
Hotel : Silks Place Taroko or same level
Address : 花蓮縣秀林鄉天祥路18號
Tel : 886 3 869 1155

Kayaking (3-4 hours)
* Please be sure that you don’t have heart
disease, epilepsy, high blood pressure,
diabetes or any other disease to join rafting
and kayaking. The activity may be canceled
due to weather condition.

【Day 4】Slow Down, Hualien in Depth
Travel

█ Highlights & Reminder

Hualien is a region rich with natural resources, and is
a bustling hub of activity for tourists. It is famous for
its rift valley plain that lies just besides a mountainous
range, a rocky seashore overlooking Pacific Ocean
sunrises. The countryside in Hualien has the one of
the best natural environments in Taiwan.

3

1

1
Taroko National Park

Unveiling the Mysterious Shakadang Trail

Taroko became a national park in 1986. Tourists can
appreciate the natural beauty along the tour track.
Swallows nest on the cliff, chirping and flying back
and forth here.

Shakagang Trail, also known as "mysterious valley
trail", is built along a river cliff. Travelers can easily
observe the folds in rocks and the natural
ecosystem beside the river shore.

2

2

3

4

4
Delicate Swallows Grotto

A Path with Magnificence - Lushui Trail

Swallow Grotto is an obvious stopover for visitors to
appreciate the marvel of Taroko Gorge. The Grotto
trail is interspersed with tunnels and overlooks the
narrowest portion of Taroko Gorge where the river
is most rapid.

Lushui Trail was part of the Old Cross-Hehuan
Mountain Road. The Taroko National Park
Headquarters & Visitor Center rebuilt it into paths
due to the good road condition, beautiful landscape
and significant ecological value.

█ Accommodation
Hotel : Silks Place Taroko or same level
Address : 972花蓮縣秀林鄉天祥路18號
Tel : 886 3 869 1155

【Day 5】Slow Down, Hualien in Depth
Travel

█ Highlights & Reminder
* Please prepare anti-mosquito
measures (e.g. insect repellent or
long-sleeve clothes)

Hualien is a region rich with natural resources, and is
a bustling hub of activity for tourists. It is famous for
its rift valley plain that lies just besides a mountainous
range, a rocky seashore overlooking Pacific Ocean
sunrises. The countryside in Hualien has the one of
the best natural environments in Taiwan.

2

1

Fuyuan National Forest Recreation Area

Cidal Hunter School: Experience the
Hunter's Life
- Learn how to weave a headdress from coconut
leaves
- The next lesson: weaving rope and creating a
container for holding water from natural plant
materials.
- Start a fire without the use of matches or a lighter.
- Taste Amis aboriginal organic dishes
- Try your skill at crab hunting.

1

2

█ Accommodation
Hotel : Butterfly Valley Resort or same level
Address : 花蓮縣萬榮鄉廣東路161號
Tel : +886 3 881 2377

The giant rocks in Fuyuan Creek are very colorful.
There are magnificent cliffs upstream that even
have a suspension bridge across the creek. Fuyuan
Falls let out cool anions from atop the cliffs. Dense
forests, clear air, and clean streams make this area
the best eco-tourist destination in eastern Taiwan.

【Day 6】Slow Down, Hualien in Depth
Travel

█ Highlights & Reminder
* Please prepare anti-mosquito
measures (e.g. insect repellent or
long-sleeve clothes)

Hualien is a region rich with natural resources, and is
a bustling hub of activity for tourists. It is famous for
its rift valley plain that lies just besides a mountainous
range, a rocky seashore overlooking Pacific Ocean
sunrises. The countryside in Hualien has the one of
the best natural environments in Taiwan.

2

1

Rafting (3-4 hours)
* Please be sure that you don’t have heart
disease, epilepsy, high blood pressure,
diabetes or any other disease to join rafting
and kayaking. The activity may be canceled
due to weather condition.

Chihpen Hot Spring

1

2

█ Accommodation
Hotel : Chihpen Hotel Royal or same level
Address : 台東縣卑南鄉龍泉路113巷23號
Tel : +886 89 951 0666

Chihpen is a small town gifted with precious hot
spring resource. Since the Japanese colonial period,
it has attracted numerous local and oversea
travelers for enjoying a great hot spring bath.

【Day 7】The Ancient City, Tainan

█ Highlights & Reminder

The greatest attractions and features of Southern
Taiwan are all to be found in Tainan: the former
cultural capital of the Chinese-Fujianese population in
Taiwan. Tainan is full of unique and beautiful temples,
and is home to some of the most interesting cultural
customs on our beautiful island.

3

1

Yanshui Catholic Church
This is Yanshui Catholic Church, one of most locallyfeatured Catholic church in Taiwan. The main hall
"Temple of Heaven" was built in 1986 under the
instruction of Father Eusebius, who filled the interior
with Chinese-style decoration and murals.

1

2

2

Hayashi Department Store
Hayashi Department Store, damaged by air raids
during WWII. In 2013, it became a renaissance as
Tainan Cultural Creative Department Store,
becoming a window towards a New Modern Age in
Tainan.

4
3

Chikanlou - Must-See Historical Sight in
Taiwan
Tainan Chikanlou was built by the Dutch in 1652. It
was originally called Provintia which means
"eternity" in Dutch. Chikanlou has survived the
Ming Dynasty, Qing Dynasty and the Japanese
Colonization Period, still maintaining its original
look.

█ Accommodation
Hotel : Maowu
Address : 台南市安平區漁光路113號
Tel : +886 6 391 2113

4

Included Meal
B

Shennong Street
There are a few galleries on the street and you can
occasionally catch the openings on various nights.
Additionally, the craft of making parade sedans and
other religious works is alive and well on this street.

【Day 8】The Ancient City, Tainan
The greatest attractions and features of Southern
Taiwan are all to be found in Tainan: the former
cultural capital of the Chinese-Fujianese population in
Taiwan. Tainan is full of unique and beautiful temples,
and is home to some of the most interesting cultural
customs on our beautiful island.

1

Ten-Drum Cultural Creative Group
The largest development goal of the group is to
promote Taiwan local culture and carry on drum
percussion art. Ten-Drum hopes to rouse people’s
concern for traditional drum art and encourage
professionals to be brave in Taiwan drum music

█ Highlights & Reminder
*Please make sure you arrive at the
airport at least 2 hours before your
flight.

